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My Project

Write four sentences about some of the things
The Israeli
you forces
plan toforce
do: the Alqurmi Neighborhood people
in Jerusalem (al-Quds) to leave their homes for Judaization
Costs of restoration of endangered buildings for demolition: 900,000 Euros
- I am going to go swimming on Monday.

On Wednesday evening 09/11/2013, the occupation authorities released an order to evacuate the Alqurmi Neighborhood people from their homes within thirty days. The pretex was their safety after the Israeli Judaized machine
tunnled under the neighborhood. Those tunnels caused cracks in the houses of more than thirty low income
families who cannot afford the expenses for repairing their houses. Hence, their houses would under the threat
of being demolished
people
to deportation.
a result, this would lead to the success
- I and
am the
going
to would
take be
ansubject
english
course onAsTuseday.
of the occupation’s Judaization schemes which are designed to weaken the Jerusalemite community by forcing
Jerusalemites to leave their city.
This issue demands us all to take action and defend our Jerusalem with all our capabilities. We plead you to act
soon to ease the suffering of our Jerusalemite people in Alqurmi Neighborhood and support them by working
on restoring the buildings under the threat of demolition. Its rehabilitation requires an amount of 900,000 Euros.

- I am going to have a party on Wedenesday.

Supporting and facilating this work would contribute in preserving the Arab Muslim identity of Jerusalem and
letting its people remain the first and last defenders of the Muslims’ first kiblah where the Prophet Muhammad ,
peace be upon him, traveled to .
Yours Sincerely ,

- I am going to have a picnic with my family on Friday.
Mohamed Makram
Director of Alquds Foundation Malaysia
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